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On 26-28 September 2018, Spikes Asia returns for another three days packed with inspiring, educational and entertaining content.

The place where Asia Pacific’s creative community comes together for a spectacular celebration of creativity in communications, 
Spikes Asia is now receiving speaker proposals for the 2018 content programme. 
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“Nothing is a sure deal. If you’re 
passionate then be a part of it”

Christina Hendricks
Actress

Former Spikes Asia Speaker
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What do you want to be known for at Spikes Asia 2018?

The Festival is all about creative communications, and the best talks tend to focus on a single 
clear message or idea. This is your opportunity to speak to a room full of creative communicators 
from across Asia Pacific… what are you going to say?

In 2018, the content programme will be organised into four different areas of focus:
• Creativity
• Effectiveness
• Innovation
• Entertainment

See pages 5-7 for more information on how to organise your submissions under these four areas. 

Who should tell your story?

The speakers you put forward play a huge part in the success of a proposal. There are unlimited 
types of speakers you could bring to the stage, but relevance is key. From creative thinkers and 
celebrities, to innovators and makers… who is best placed to deliver the idea? 

How should you tell your story?

The Spikes Asia audience want to be inspired, sometimes challenged and certainly entertained. 
Different formats and delivery styles work with different ideas… so challenge yourself to be as 
creative and innovative as you can with the formats proposed.

Before you submit, consider the following…
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What are Spikes Asia looking for in your content proposal? 

Ideas that surprise us
Ideas that inspire new ways of thinking
Ideas around mind-blowing innovation 
Ideas that involve show-stopping theatre

But most importantly... Ideas with creativity at their core

“Unusual, original and unique thinking, which can be usefully applied and executed”
- Harvard Business Review

The best content submissions are/demonstrate:

 1. Original thinking
 2. A unique concept
 3. Novel/ unexpected
 4. Authoritative/credible/valuable (speakers with extensive knowledge on the topic)
 5. Emotional connection (a personal story)
 6. Provocative
 7. Generally solo-dual presenter sessions, not a panel format (unless there is a debate to have)
 8. Interesting/experimental format

We’re looking for content ideas that tick at least 6 out of the 8 boxes. Test your ideas against these 
criteria before submitting. It’s a great way to strengthen your submissions!

How to make your submission stand out…
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This year, the Spikes Asia content programme will be organised into four areas 
of focus:

• Creativity
• Effectiveness
• Innovation
• Entertainment

These four areas are what we refer to as ‘streams’. 

These are not separate programmes. They will run concurrently across all 
stages for all three days of the Festivals.  Any proposal you submit must be 
targeted at one of the four streams. 

When completing the submission form, you will be asked to select one of 
these four areas as follows:

New Streams for 2018
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This stream is all about core creativity and what it takes to achieve creative 
excellence in the world of branded communications.

Sample topics that fit in this stream include (but are not limited to):

• The artistry, skill and craft behind the best creative work
• Ideation, creative processes and new ways of creative thinking
• The role of people and partnerships in executing creative ideas
• Brand purpose and how creativity can be a positive force for good

This stream is all about the research, planning and strategy behind creative 
work that delivers tangible results and effectively reaches consumers.

Sample topics that fit in this stream include (but are not limited to):

• Client-agency discussions on strategic brand solutions and successful 
campaigns

• Ways of defining, tracking and measuring effectiveness
• The secrets behind reaching consumers at scale and creating 

engaged brand advocates
• The use of insights to drive effective campaigns

CREATIVITY

EFFECTIVENESS
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This stream is all about the new data-driven, tech-enable creativity that is re-
shaping the branded communications industry.

Sample topics that fit in this stream include (but are not limited to):

• Data and its use in creativity
• New and revolutionary technologies that are transforming 

communications
• Strategies and business models that drive innovation
• Product design and invention

This stream is about the creative and collaborative opportunities for brands in the 
entertainment industry, encompassing music, sport, film, gaming and beyond.

Sample topics that fit in this stream include (but are not limited to):

• The secrets behind creating entertainment-led brands
• Successful brand partnerships with entertainment studios, content 

creators and new talent
• Pop culture trends and cultural currencies
• The new storytelling formats that are shaping the future of 

entertainment

INNOVATION

ENTERTAINMENT
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The formats we can programme are: 

Talk/Presentation
A “keynote”-style presentation or “how to” session focussed on practical learning 

Workshop
An interactive session, normally for a smaller group, activity based

Technical/Interactive
Live performance/experience-led session, audience participation may be required

Discussion
Panel, debate or interview on stage

When you submit, you will be asked to tell us which format most closely fits your idea:

What is the format you are proposing?
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There will be six different content spaces at Spikes Asia 2018 – four stages, one workshop space, 
and one networking area. Successful proposals will be allocated to the most appropriate space by 
the Spikes Asia content team.

NOTE: You won’t be able to pitch for a stage in your proposal. This is for informational purposes only. 

Stage 1
Traditional stage set-up. Length of sessions: 45 minutes

Stage 2
Silent stage set-up. Delegates wear headsets to listen to the session – similar to a live podcast. 
Length of sessions: 30 minutes

Stage 3
Silent stage set-up. Delegates wear headsets to listen to the session – similar to a live podcast. 
Length of sessions: 30 minutes

Stage 4
Demo/interactive talk set-up. Length of sessions: 30 minutes

Makers Lab
Workshop set-up. Length of sessions: 90 minutes

Meet Up Zone
Area for curated networking sessions.

The Stages at Spikes Asia
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What is the review process and how long does it take?
Once all submissions are received, the Spikes Asia Content Team enter into a review 
process. Please be aware demand far exceeds supply, so unfortunately we can only select 
those ideas we feel are the most creatively focused and most relevant to our core audience. 
The review process can take up 3 months. 

How can I check the status of my submission? 
When you submit an idea you will receive an email with login details to the content portal. 
When you login you will be able to see the live status of your proposals. 

Full FAQs can be found at the top of the submissions form

More info about submissions and speaking at Spikes Asia:

• Feel free to submit 2 – 3 ideas for review. You can submit multiple ideas for different 
streams and formats.

• We encourage you to check speaker availability before proposing them as a speaker on 
your session.

• All content must premiere at the Festival. Repeat presentations are not accepted.
• Due to demand, we can only feature a speaker/organisation once across the entire 

programme.
• There is no fee to speak at the Festival, however, session hosts will need to cover all 

costs for guest speakers’ travel and accommodation.
• All confirmed speakers receive a complimentary speaker pass to the Festival. Those 

who are organising the session on your side who are not officially speaker at the 
Festival do not receive a complimentary pass.

FAQs & Things to Note
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 Visionary talks that shine a light on future trends and events that 
will affect the communications industry.

 Ideas that are meaningfully crafted with the new content streams in 
mind.

 Special guest names can draw an audience, provided there is a 
meaningful link to creativity.

 Diverse and creative presentation formats. 

 Diversity in the panel structure and panellist line-up.

 Demonstrating new ways of addressing problems (creative, social, 
economic or industry).

 Engaging and surprising speakers (with a proven track record of 
speaking at large events) that can deliver brand new insights, 
inspiring stories or thought leadership you won’t find at any other 
event.

 Debates and discussions that have clear take-away elements. 

Some final tips on what works
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Ready to submit your content idea for Spikes Asia 2018?

The deadline for submissions is:

7 May 2018

Simply complete the online form:

content.spikes.asia
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To contact us regarding speaking at
Spikes Asia, please email:

content@spikes.asia
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